Soldiers and Co-eds Do The Twist The Hard Way in Oxford—On Gravel
By CLARK PORTEOUS, Press-Scimitar Staff Writer

Oxford.—Sidelongs on the Ole Miss desegregation story: Steve and Angi's restaurant near the airport. It has been feeding 600 to 700 soldiers a day, many from the airport and nearby, who tired of C rations and spend their own money on the food. The restaurant has been closing early, sold out and the personnel warn out from the big business.

Last night, about 8, the restaurant was closed, and the some diners were inside finishing their meals. A group of young soldiers made friends with some co-eds and began doing the Twist—on the gravel-in- parking space of the restaurant.

A group of Air Force ROTC students volunteered to clean up Circle Park and other areas where street light globes were broken in the rioting. The streets and big debris had been removed, but the students did the final policing of the grounds yesterday because they wanted to.

Fiore is a tall blond Italian from Turin. He has been in the United States for four years as correspondent for The Tempo Rome, a paper with a circulation of about 250,000. Now in Oxford, covering the Meredith story, he decided to see the great Mississippi River. So he called a taxi cab, drove from Oxford to the new bridge crossing to Helena, Ark.

"Cost 40 bucks, he said.

The "Freedom Train" (or perhaps "free train") that Gov. Ross Barnett had planned to run over the old IC main line, now a freight line, to Jackson for the Ole Miss student body tomorrow has now become a fleet of buses. The Governor still intends to pick up the transportation tab for getting the students to the transferred homecoming game between Houston and Ole Miss at Memorial Stadium in Jackson.

Ole Miss has a faculty of 280, with about 200 of them eligible for membership in the American Association of University Professors. Thirty-eight members of the chapter have signed a resolution protesting attempts to blame the U.S. marshals for the rioting on the campus Saturday.